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the game lets players buy better equipment and use it on their ships. the player could earn both the newly purchased items and the ones they already had. the items are equipped to the ship that is equipped with the best matching equipment. the player could also earn items by collecting nodes, which are rare, but valuable items
found throughout the game world. the items found on the world are a mixture of "normal" and "special" ones. special items are more rare, have more value, and/or provide additional benefits. the game also lets players buy battleships, which are more than ships: they are also able to function as a base of operations, in addition to
being a powerful warship. the player could go to their own base, and choose to use the services provided in it, like the death scanner that can locate ships in the player's space, a sophisticated defense system, or the curse of the moat, which is an ancient curse that will attack a ship that enters it. in the game, a player can choose
to be in one of three roles: pvp (player versus player), pve (player versus environment), or wvw (player versus world). the interface is clear and simple. the player clicks on the number to equip the item. a tooltip pops up to show the item's name, category (normal, special, item, or system), cost, and if it's an "upgrade" item (which
is a way of showing that it's a better version of the item). the cost is usually shown in blue or green text, and the name in orange. the player can also check how much energy and resources the item will cost to buy, and how much they'll be worth when it's fully upgraded. some items have a "cost multiplier", which is the amount of

resources or energy that's required to buy it.
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players can buy furniture items in a number of different ways. the crown store can be accessed through the inventory window, the crown store tab in the eso launcher, or through a crown bar on the minimap. furnishings and their sizes are classified as either "usable", "unavailable", or "pending". furnishings that are classified as
"unavailable" cannot be bought using crowns or gems from the crown store or collections. furnishings that are "pending" can be bought, but there is an "inventory space" limit. furnishings that are classified as "usable" can be purchased. when a new home is purchased, an inventory space is provided to the player. furnishings,

including furniture items, are not directly purchased from the store, but rather are purchased from a special vendor. a secondary benefit of engaging in griefing is the reputation you'll gain from being a good gaffer. "there are players that will spend their time in griefing matches where they can learn new strategies or get to know
players that they normally don't get to know," ptursson says. "and that's really the main thing that we're focusing on with this system is making sure that griefing isn't just a negative experience that people have." for this reason, we're going to be asking players to report griefers in public chat, like you would in real life. as a new
player to a group, it may seem like everybody's a griefer, so you may be able to get away with being a "gaffer" if everybody in the group is just playing the game. but the moment you cross the line from "friendly" to "mean," the rest of the group is going to find out and they're going to treat you differently, ptursson says. there's
no use in complaining to the griefer that they're a "gaffer," because the act of complaining will eventually get around the rest of the group. instead, if you want to report a "gaffer," start with a private message to the person in question. "it's not a good idea to just report them in public," ptursson says. "if you do that, you're going

to get the whole group of people in a bad mood, and that's not really the goal we're trying to reach with this system." 5ec8ef588b
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